HOMAI SCHOOL
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 2018:1317

Focus: Establish and develop specific measurable goals so that progress can be shown, monitored and actioned
Strategic Aim: Create the conditions where accelerated progress and expected achievement for all students is guaranteed
Annual Aim: Our aspirational goal is to Improve our Maori student attendance and achievement in all areas by creating optimal learning relationships
Target: Creating family-like context for learning - rejecting deficit explanations for students learning; caring and nurturing students, their language and
culture; voicing & demonstrating high expectations; ensuring all students can learn in a well-managed environment so as to promote learning; knowing
what students needs to learn
New Data Set: 1: Collecting student, teacher, leader, whanau authentic voices to improve student learning and achievement
Successful Learner – Relationship between (and/or within) students, teachers, and parents/whanau groups

The tables below contain a comparative summary of responses from both 2016, 2017 and 2018 to the questions: What is it like to be a student
here, and what does that mean for you as a learner? What would you tell your teachers or school that would make learning better?
2016
Students feel like school is like one big happy
family and have a strong sense of belonging.
They especially enjoy learning about cultures,
but also want to know their levels and next
steps for learning. They are requesting more
challenging work and to be pushed in their
learning with new strategies and contexts for
learning.

Student Voices
2017
Students continue to feel like school is like
one big happy family and have a strong
sense of belonging. They now talk about the
learning from celebrating cultures, talents
and interests. Students talked about
teachers having higher expectations for
them and being challenged. Students also
talked very positively about being
encouraged to work with others to
collaborate and solve learning challenges.

2018
Students see school as an important
opportunity to learn and they love their
teachers. They specifically talk about
where and how they like to learn, and this
includes learning values like love service
and respect.
This year the students see themselves
and their homes as the biggest barriers to
their learning.
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Students are requesting feedback that better This year’s sentiments have an obvious
supports their learning or positive learning
absence of feeling a sense of belonging
interactions.
to a family and the presence of students
blaming themselves for not learning.
Whanau Voices
2016
2017
2018
Whanau have positive experiences at school
Whanau continue to have positive
Whanau voice this year is in stark contrast
and like their children describe school being
experiences at school and feel like it is a
to the previous two years. Whanau do not
like a family.
family, but their experiences are more
describe having positive experiences at
Whanau request that the school is more upfront focused on learning partnerships (esp.
school and have feelings of losing
about their children’s learning and want them to understanding and accessing learning
confidence in the school and themselves
be pushed and challenged more – rather than
on-line) with the school and their input being as good parents from the schools’
repetition. Whanau also worry about the
respected and valued. This year whanau
in-action
negative impact of disruptive children in
also describe school being a place where
Whanau expressed concern over a
classes.
their children’s’ learning is pushed, as well as number of things that they felt were
talents and interests nurtured. They talk
impacting negatively on their children’s
about the environments as calm, focused
learning: Cultural learning being very
and supportive. Whanau request that
unstructured, too long and also at the
homework is reviewed and worry about the
expense of other important learning.
quality of some teachers and consistency of Bullying and labelling of students, lack of
some teaching.
consistency in instruction, negative
interactions and messaging from
teachers/leaders and poor communication
and organisation.
Teacher Voice
2016
2017
2018
Teachers are united in their feelings about what Teachers better understand that
Teachers could describe achievement has
best supports learning – inclusiveness, seeing
relationships are critical to learning
very broad general terms, but all agree
and teaching the students holistically and a
improving for students and stay committed
that although there has been
focus on effective pedagogy.
to learning to be better practitioners.
improvement in some subjects, overall
Teachers want to learn more about what works Teachers also see that constant review as
most students do not experience success
for students not only in their own practice but
yet.
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also in support programmes (they see the SST
as critical to supporting learning.
Teachers also describe the high importance
they put on whanau relationships and how this
needs to keep evolve.

2016
*included in teacher voice

important feedback and feedforward to them
and how the curriculum is delivered.
Compared to last year, there is notably an
increase in deficit explanations for why
students do not achieve – these include:
predetermined conditioning from the home,
students having different capabilities to learn
and retain information. Homes not having the
time or care to support their children and
students needing more repetition and hands
on learning.
Leadership Voices
2017
Leaders ideas around raising achievement
focus on the practices that closely monitor
progress and achievement (especially for
Maori and conversation with teachers that
raise the bar for effective pedagogy and
being clear about how we measure the
curriculum.
Leaders see that they also need to invest
time to review how effectively the curriculum
is delivered and coaching for staff.

Teachers mainly drew on agentic
responses to explain the achievement
disparity – a classroom culture where
students feel believed in and a teacher
that can notice and adapt learning,
students receiving learning feedback and
next learning steps, whanau relationships
that are focused on learning and review to
celebrate and learn from.

2018
Leaders could describe the state of
achievement in more details terms and
identified that Maori boys across all
subjects were most at risk.
Leaders also mainly drew on agentic
responses to explain the achievement
disparity, including: review assessments,
trailing engagement programmes,
keeping a focus on monitoring students,
supporting teachers to adapt their
programmes and streamlining
communications to whanau.
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Although this data shows that some teachers and leaders blame (deficit discourse) students for their underachievement and lack of progress, the majority of teacher
and leader voices belief that relationships are key to improved learning. Whanau also supports that relationships to learning has the greatest impact on their child’s
learning and progress. It was also clear that at the structure level, there were barriers to learning. This was a focus for senior leaders and the board, to identify these
barriers and make changes that would support learning.
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In 2017 with new staff our RbL reform needed to be reintroduced so that our new to Homai staff received a good foundation and to provide the teachers with tools
and strategies to implement part one - 5 dimensions of familiness through Relationships-based learning. Our teacher voices showed that although teachers know that
relationships are important to students learning, teachers still use deficit theorising to shift the blame. Families still feel that structure is a barrier to their child’s
learning. This could be in the way of our administrative and safety procedure .
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Our 2018 voices were quite confronting. There was a whole new leadership team established due to Principal going on study leave as well as 8 new staff members.
This data shows that our students were / are blaming themselves and their home lives as barriers to their own learning. This result is discerning and only confirms that
our priorities in 2019 need to be focused on teacher effectiveness and changed mindsets.
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2019 Focus & Next Steps: Professional Learning for IMPACT
1.

• extended opportunities and time to learn, practise, and review new approaches for their impact on learners;

2.

• external experts (although they also need to monitor and learn about their impact on participant learning);

3.

• processes that engage teachers deeply with their explanations or discourses about their impact on learner outcomes;

4.

• critique and challenge of teachers’ prevailing discourses for their impact on learner outcomes;

5.

• opportunities for teachers to work in a professional community that provides support and is focused on analysing the impact of teaching on student
learning;

6.

• active leaders who set goals and targets for improved learner outcomes, create and resource structures for learning, and are learners alongside their
teachers;

7.

• approaches that are coherent and consistent with research findings and policy.

Concluding Comments
The voices of students and their families are at the heart of the inquiry. Their experiences are the catalyst for changing practices at school/institution and system level.
They are also the test of the response and its impact on their learning and achievement. Overall, the findings from the text analytics showed that many positive
strategies and approaches are being used in an attempt to produce confident and positive learners at Homai Primary School. The enablers highlighted the significant
platforms that have been established across the perspectives of the three different roles. Similarly, the barriers showed areas where further reflection, discussion and
strategies might be introduced in order to mitigate their negative impact.
Teachers saw the value in developing relationships with both their students and whānau. Such engagement was perceived as being an enabler to improve overall
achievement and performance levels. Established teacher-student relationships were related to students’ perception of school as being a safe, caring environment and
family-like environment.
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Parents and whānau indicated that were appreciative of the efforts that teachers and school make in relation to their children, at both behaviour and learning levels.
They also indicated a strong desire for their children to be challenged in their learning, and for this to be the focus rather than building a friendship-like relationship.
The narratives collected and aggregated in this report are central to the professional development of Relationship-based Learning teachers, and should be used to
inform and guide the activities of schools participating in the Culture Counts programme. It is hoped that as a process, schools might continue to collect ‘voices’ again
over time to monitor and evaluate the progress and outcomes of their students. This will continue the development of teachers’ abilities to critically reflect on how
students are experiencing and interacting in their learning environment.

Part 2: New observation tool used to inform teacher practice and teaching & learning conditions (Observation of a NE Teacher at Homai School – Teacher
Interactions) In this profile, Impact Coaches work with teachers to support them to learn how to implement the RBLP by themselves creating a family-like context for
learning, by interacting in ways we know promote learning and who monitor the progress teachers make with learning, how to create, interact and monitor their
students and monitor the impact their processes of learning have on teachers’ learning.
1

Relationships-based Coaches’ Profile .
Relationship-based Impact Coaches;
Part One
Create a family-like context for learning by;
-

Rejecting deficit explanations for teachers’ learning,
Caring for and nurturing their teachers, including their language and culture,
Voicing and demonstrating high expectations for their teachers,
Ensuring that all teachers can learn in a well-managed environment so as to promote learning,
Knowing what teachers need to learn.

1
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Part Two
Interact within this family-like context in ways we know promotes learning by;
-

drawing on teachers’ prior learning,
Using Formative assessment: Feedback,
Using Formative assessment: Feedforward,
Using Co-construction processes,
Using Power-sharing strategies.

Part Three
Monitor teachers’ progress and the impact of the processes of learning by seeing how well teachers are able to;
-

set goals for their learning
articulate how they prefer to learn.
explain how they prefer to organise/be organised in their learning relationships and Interactions.
participate in leadership roles and functions
include others in the learning context and interactions.
provide evidence of how well they are going and what progress they are making
take ownership of their own learning.

The data below represents Part 1 and Part 2 (above explanation) of our classroom observation data. Part three is our monitoring process - this process helps inform
our practice from teachers and leadership. In this profile, Impact Coaches work with teachers to support them to learn how to implement the RBLP by themselves
creating a family-like context for learning, by interacting in ways we know promote learning and who monitor the progress teachers make with learning, how to create,
interact and monitor their students and monitor the impact their processes of learning have on teachers’ learning.
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2018 Classroom Observation Data :
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3: Monitoring tool used to track progress at all levels (system / leader / teacher / student)
GPILSEO - monitor’s progress and the impact of the processes of learning by seeing how well teachers are able to;
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

set goals for their teaching & learning (GOALS)
articulate how they prefer to learn (PEDAGOGY)
explain how they prefer to organise/be organised in their learning relationships and Interactions (INSTITUTE)
participate in leadership roles and functions (LEADERSHIP)
include others in the learning context and interactions (SPREAD)
provide evidence of how well they are going and what progress they are making (EVIDENCE)
take ownership of their own learning (OWNERSHIP)

2018 EoY Reporting GPILSEO AoV - Here is the link to our self-review and AoV for 2018
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Achievement : Attendance Report
Rationale: To analyse the impact attendance has on achievement
Method: Identified 20 students with the highest attendance and 20 students with the lowest attendance. Gathered achievement data
obtained from term 3 target sheets and analysed this alongside other student information sets.
Attendance Group Information
High Attendance Group

Low Attendance Group

Attendance Rate Range

97.85% - 100%

35% - 61%

Average Attendance

99%

45.1%

Number of Year 0 Students

0

1

Number of Year 1 Students

2

6

Number of Year 2 Students

4

5

Number of Year 3 Students

3

3

Number of Year 4 Students

6

3

Number of Year 5 Students

1

1

Number of Year 6 Students

4

1

Number of ESOL Funded

6

2

Number of Students engaged

2

6
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in other support services
Target Year Levels

Year 0/1, 5

Year 1, 2

Gender-Ethnic Information
High Attendance Group
Gender

%

Male

50%
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Female

50%

Low Attendance Group
Gender

%

Male

55%
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Female

45%

Achievement Information
High Attendance Group Reading Data
Achievement

Success

Achieved

Support

High Needs

Number of Students

3

3

6

8

Percentage

15%

15%

30%

40%

Low Attendance Group Reading Data
Achievement

Success

Achieved

Support

High Needs

Number of Students

0

2

6

12

Percentage

0%

10%

30%

60%
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Analysis
- 30% of students in the high attendance group are achieving or succeeding our annual goal while 10% of students in the low
attendance group are achieving or succeeding
- 90% of students in the low attendance group need ongoing support or identified as high needs
- 30% of the high attendance group are ESOL funded and require support or identified as high needs
- Year 0/1 and year 5 are under represented in the high attendance group
- Year 1 and year 2 are over represented in the low attendance group
- 30% of students in the low attendance group access other support services in school
- Pasifika students are equally represented in both attendance groups
- Māori are over represented in the low attendance group and under represented in the high attendance group
- Pasifika male are well represented in the high attendance group
- Māori male emerge as a target group to improve attendance
Next steps
- Consider how attendance affects English Acquisition for ESOL students
- Consider other c
 ontributing factors that make up achievement at school and analyse (e.g. sports and cultural representation,
EOTC engagement, Inquiry assessment, English Language Acquisition)
- Use information to identify attendance target group and consider while doing class lists
- Widen the parameters of the groups - perhaps a
 n attendance range to determine attendance groups (e.g. >95% and <80%)
- Consider how attendance affects student access to interventions by support services

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
- How do we reach Māori male group
- Whānau
- Oral assessments for students
- Looking at PB4L data
17
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-

The Narrative of the child
Recognising connections
Home supports of chn’s learning

2019 - where to next?
Attendance focus to be more specific and connected to our RbL framework. Impact Coaches to have the time and space to analyse data,
collect voices and identify the following:
● What are the barriers / gaps / disparity
● How ar we making connections / collaborating with our whanau
● What role does our systems / processes play in the disparity
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2018 Strategic Planning - Annual Goals / Actions / Common Practices
Monitoring
Tool

Attendance

Attendance

Retention

Engagement
Whanau / Student Data

Achievement
Teacher PLD and
Engagement

System Effectiveness

Review

Absence

Lateness

PB4L obs. using the RBL
tool

Voices data/ RBL
curriculum tool

Numerical

GPILSEO
AREA

G

Every class / child will
achieve 92%
attendance for the
year.

Student Engagement:
Increase students clarity
about what the learning is
and how to be successful
and knowing their goals /
levels / next steps

From the attendance
and lateness data,
identify the priority
pedagogies and priority
teachers
(1.5 / GPILSEO at the
classroom)

Instructional leaders focus
on effectiveness and
where in the system things
need to:
STOP It
We have data that proves
that it makes: no / little or
negative difference.
START It
We have evidence that it
will potentially make a
great difference when it
restarts / initiated
IMPROVE It
We have existing data that
it is making a significant
positive difference, so we
need to review it for
improvement and wider
implementation
SPREAD It
We have existing data that
is making a significant
improvement, but only in
small pockets or small
groups.

always about
reducing a
disparity
How do we
measure
progress?
What are the
disparity
goals?
Yearly goals
that are
monitored
termly

Identify individuals in
groups that are:
1: Hi AT / Hi Ach
2: Hi AT/Av Ach
3: Hi AT / Lo Ach
4: Lo AT / Hi ACh
5: Lo AT / Av Ach
6: Lo AT / Lo Ach
Attendance /
Achievement Report

Every individual child
will arrive on time to
school …
*Hunt/Kilipati Whānau
*Kiwara (J&A)
Identify Individuals in
groups that are:
1: Hi LAt / Hi Ach
2: Hi LAT/Av Ach
3: Hi LAT / Lo Ach
4: Lo LAT / Hi ACh
5: LoL AT / Av Ach
6: Lo LAT / Lo Ach
Patterns to do with
other coding: days /
time / frequency

Is there a relationship with
the relationship data?
To reduce the frequency
and number of problem
incidents that impact on
learning by improving
adults responses through
relationships and
pedagogy.
PB4L AoV Attached below
SET DATA PB4L Assessment: 6.11.18 wait
on results

(A focus on 1.1 / 1.3 / 2.2
/ 2.3)
Whanau Engagement:
Increase whanau clarity
about their children’s
learning, what success
looks like and how to help
with their next goals.
(2.4 / 2.5 with whanau)

Term ⅔ R/W/M Data
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P
New learning
What we need
to know / do?

ALL staff Focus:

ALL Staff Focus:

Teacher / Leader Focus:

Student Focus:

Teacher Focus:

Leadership Focus:

How do we use the
research to develop
schoolwide protocols
that have a positive
impact on student
learning and
wellbeing?

Understanding the
importance of
developing clear
protocols and practices
that have a direct
impact on student
learning and wellbeing -

Developing analytical
knowledge and
understanding - being
clear about what is
contributing to this data.

Using the dimensions:
1.1 / 1.3 / 2.2 / 2.3, what
do we need to know, that
will have a positive impact
on student learning?

What learning is
required and where
does this come from?

Develop clear
understanding and
knowledge for GPILSEO why we use it / its impact
at all levels / etc?

Student Focus:
Using data / evidence to
Identify students that have
interrupted instruction
(spend the most time out of
class because of
behaviour), understand
why this is happening and
the tools required to
redirect back to their
classroom environment?

How do we ensure these
dimensions are being
taught correctly?

What does the research
say?

Who will be responsible
for the mentoring of the
ICs / ILs?

How do we align the
research with our
actions / interactions?

What other professional
development will support
us in this area?

How do we apply this
research to our
schoolwide practices
and protocols?

What impact does
‘not attending’ school
have on
achievement?

Lateness / Absence /
Truancy / etc..

What research tells
us this is tika / true?
How do we apply this
research to our
schoolwide practices
and protocols?

Parent Focus:
Knowing the important role
of whanau / parents and
how they can support
learning at home and at
school?

Attendance Systems

New reform
/Institution
What do we
want to have
happen?

What practices do we
need to STOP /
START / IMPROVE /
SPREAD?

What practices do we
need to STOP / START
/ IMPROVE /
SPREAD?

How will these
practices inform
BEST practice

How will these
practices inform BEST
practice (teaching &

Identify those who require
data development
capabilities
Develop their knowledge
and understanding
When will this be planned

How do we ensure
GPILSEO is embedded
across all systems of the
school?
How do we ensure
GPILSEO is a living
breathing document?

Homai Curriculum
Document
Where to from here now
theres no NS?

2018 SENCO / Mutukaroa
Report

I

(new learn / unlearn /
relearn)

2017 EoY AoV and
Next Steps
Ensure these dimensions
(above) are embedded
into our common code of
practice?
These will be monitored
by our impact coaches
and leaders - (clear

Develop effective
teacher practice through
ongoing PLD using
CC-RbL dimensions
and GPILSEO
self-review tool.
Have clear common

Continue to use research
that supports our common
practices and are agentic
to our school culture and
way of life at Homai.
Challenge deficit
discourses that are
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(teaching & learning)
What impact will
these practices have
on achievement and
why?

L
Common code
of practice
How do
leaders create
opportunities /
grow
leadership?

Achievement data
(based on attendance
trends)
-Adding more clarity
to end of year data
reports.(eg, names,
numbers, needs)

learning)
What impact will these
practices have on
achievement and why?

across the year? -Develop
in-school PLD schedule

process visible to all staff
and unpacked at staff PD
level)

code of practices, that
demonstrate an agentic
discourse

negative and make little
difference to student
wellbeing and learning.

-Adding more clarity to
end of year data
reports.(eg, names,
numbers, needs)

Leaders will provide
ongoing leader
opportunities (with Data) to
improve practise. Scenario
based opportunities for
staff. (Unpacking practice)

Leaders to lead and train
new Impact coaches using the tools and
understanding the
research.

All teachers are leaders.
Develop teachers
capabilities for
leadership growth and
understanding.

GPILSEO AREA data

Leadership- SLT and
Impact coaches
Observe all teachers and
leaders.

SLT / ICs / CLs/TLs mentoring and coaching
PD every term is
crucial.

Creating enough time and
release to train and
support Impact coaches
to do observations / set
up and drive coaching
conversations and next
steps aligned to the 3
parts of RbL..

Ensure we are
supporting teachers at
the classroom level to
be the best teacher they
can be for their students

Explanations- looking
at Late data? Another
explanation could be…

Explanations- looking
at attendance data?
Another explanation
could be…

Working with Savali and
her team to create staff
learning
opportunities- Hira with
Bathsheba and Caroline
support
Data sets with Margaretdeaggregate for
classrooms- Caroline.

2018 EOTC Report Systems

Hira -Timetabling support
Impact Coaches Report
2018

S
Highly
performing
systems
How do we
spread / share
what works

Term by term- share
the practice.
% of attendance.
Actions- All staff PLD
with new processes /
procedures with
attendance / lateness

% of lateness- term by
term.
All staff knowing who
these students are and
aware of support /
programs in place.
All staff taking

Identify what is workingHow do we spread it?
Teachers use the data for
their class (ownership) and
sharing this with the class
to discuss learning.
(observations)
Actions-

Co-construction and
group coaching.

All new leaders fully
accredited - Completed
term 4.
School Accreditation Completed Term 4.
Spread reform through
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well / effective
practice?

E
Develop
capacity to
inform change
What datasets
are we using
& how are we
using them?

/ truancy.

Evidence is analysed
and interrogated by
SLT / ICs. Shared at
schoolwide staff PD.
Identified priorities
are used as our next
steps in our planning
stage.

responsibility for priority
students that are
indicated through our
AREA data attendance / lateness /
truant at school / truant
out of school

Working with Impact
Coaches to breakdown
data.
Powerpoint of data
collection for each Waka to
provide to teachers to
share with class

Use data to make
informed choices.

Use PB4L SET data and
the Edge pastoral data
de-aggregated by class.

What do we need to
strengthen, change,
improve?

Set data is analysed
at waka (team) level
for specific priority
learners

School &
community
wide
How do we
take
ownership /
own what is
happening?

Access for parents to
drop their children off.
There is only one
entry for our school.

Identify 2 Teacher Aides
(SSTs) to be fully
trained
To get 100% (new staff/
non observed)
observations done for all
staff (by the end of Term
1)
13 new / 9 SST’s / LT
relievers.
Actions-Train those who are
collecting the voices and
are part of the GC.
(completed tem 3)

Principal’s monthly
reports to Board.
Keeping Board informed
of progress, barriers,
resourcing, etc..

- Teacher aide who
collects voices is a
member of the GC.

Reports to BoT (as
per BoT calendar).

O

mentoring / coaching
2019 new ICs - who are
they? When will this
take?

Owning interventions.
Goal setting from
observations
Teachers adapting plans to
data.

Actions- SLT to aspire to
be able to accredit new
Impact Coaches.

Actions- 2019 all
teachers to implement
own GPILSEO

Questions-Would you like
to train your impact
coaches? (with guidance
from Laurayne / Rosina)
-Who are the people you
want to push to be LEAD
impact coaches?

Develop Curriculum
GPILSEO - self-review
tool to develop AREA
capabilities

Actions- This is a systems
/ governance level - Board
and Principal to investigate
suitable access points for
whanau and students to
enter school safely, off the
main road.
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Homai 2017-2018 Strategic Plan (School Charter - GPILSEO Alignment / Coherence)
RBL
GPILSEO
Model

(D1)GOALS
Establish and
develop specific
measurable goals so
that progress can be
shown, monitored
and actioned

(D2)PEDAGOGY
Support the
development and
implementation of new
pedagogic relationships
and interactions in the
classroom

(D3)INSTITUTE
Changes to the
institution, its
organisation and
structures to ensure an
orderly and supportive
environment

(D4)LEADERSHIP
Distributed leadership
with a belief in their
ability to inspire and
motivate others to
achieve a common
vision

(D5)SPREAD
Spread the reform /
improvement plan to
include staff, parents,
community, external
agencies

(D6)EVIDENCE
Develop the capacity
of people and systems
to produce and use
evidence of student
progress to inform
change

Strategic
Goals:

TEACHING &
LEARNING
Create the
conditions where
optimal learning
relationships in the
classroom for all
students is
guaranteed

SCHOOL CULTURE
Build a school culture
of care. Collectively
respect ,
Collaboratively
ACTION and Lead by
our school vision &
values (Homai
G.I.V.E.S)

HEALTH & SAFETY
Physical environment,
financial systems,
policies and
procedures are
developed to support
and create optimal
teaching and learning
conditions

LEADERSHIP
Achieve optimal
teaching and learning
interactions through
clear and deliberate
leadership, within a
high-performing system

PARTNERSHIPS
Create a highly
performing and self
informing system that
enables families to be
true partners in their
children’s learning Creating the optimal
partnership

NEW DATA SET
Coaching and mentoring
staff to be effective data
analysts, where the use of
new datasets - voices /
ETT (effective teachers
tool) is used to inform
change, reposition
thinking and actions

COHERENCE
New learning and
institutions are well
embedded within all
levels of the school systems, leadership,
teachers (classrooms)

Annual Plan

Our aspirational goal
is to Improve our
Maori student
attendance and
achievement in all
areas by creating
optimal learning
relationships

Remove any barriers to
teaching and learning
at the system,
leadership and teacher
level, being
unapologetic about
putting Maori learners
at the core of our
business

Develop and monitor
effective leadership
capabilities that focus
on improved outcomes
at all levels

Create a culture of
high trust and open to
learning practices
where all partners
voices are valued and
to move from school
driven to whanau
driven

Impact coaches are
mentored, trained and
accredited to drive
coaching
conversations using
new tools focused on
qualitative &
quantitative data

New approaches to
teaching and learning is
valued and becomes
the norm - How we do
things at Homai

Action culture counts
research and
evidence as a means
to build and develop
capable leaders of
best practice

(D7)OWNERSHIP
Promote and ensure
that the ownership of
the reform shifts are
within the school
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2018 Management Actions - ( I mpact Coaches / Leaders)
Strategic Goal: A
 ction culture counts research and evidence as
a means to build and develop capable leaders of best practice
AREA Goal / Vision

Action (What did we do?)

Outcome (What happened?)

Variance (why did it happen?)

Evaluation (where to next?)

To Accredit 2018
Impact Coaches, to
build RbL expertise
across the school

Five new ICs in training this
year. SP / SH / UM / HH / NL

New learning has taken place with
Impact coaches using RBL tools &
GPILSEO Planning

In depth support & guidance from
Laurayne & Rosina.

Become a fully accredited school

CM & BT still to be confirmed
from last years training.
Support & guidance from RBL
facilitators, LT & RW
Timetables created to observe
teacher practice. T
 erm 1 &
Term 2
Roles established and IC/IL’s
take turns to lead
conversations, and give FB/FF
Folders created with compiled
evidence of collaborative work
amongst SLT & IC’s

High Relationships and High Teacher
practice - North East Teacher
Understanding that Teachers make the
biggest impact on the students
learning.
Understanding who the students are
and how they learn is important.
The Observational tool allows us to see
where in the ‘teacher profile’ the
teacher fits and allow Teachers to set
goals on how to improve the learning
conversations and interactions with
their students.
Create the optimal conditions for
accelerated progress and expected
achievement for Maori and all learners
(Classroom)

Teachers upholding the integrity of
CC, and staying true to RBL.
● Implementing the 5
dimensions into classroom
practice.
Teachers building genuine high
relationships & holding students
accountable to their learning via HE.
Teachers were supported by IC/IL’s
to identify next steps through
observation tool/voices
Teachers being able to create and
maintain high relationships through
the use and understanding around
the tool

Train Teacher’s up to become Impact
Coaches
Coach Teacher’s through the CC
tools and profile
Using the data from voices to further
inform next steps, on all levels.
Further support Teacher’s to use
tools and profile to identify
goals/drive effective Teaching
practice.
Sustaining high relationships across
the school leaders, teachers,
students & whanau.
Release for Teachers to see IC’s in
action (if needed)
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Voices: Analyse 2018
EoY voices as data for
2019 planning.

Voices analysis locked into the
calendar

Homai voices collected by IC’s from
Pomaria - this voice collection was also
to enable us to be accredited by LT &
WL.

School due for Eoy voice collection
to inform areas requiring further
development/next steps.

Train up “Voice
Coaches” to collect
voices Term 3

Term 2 PLD with LT & RW
2 IC’s assigned training with
LT & WL at Mangere Bridge
School
Wednesday 29th August 2018

Dates booked in for the collection of
voices/accreditation

Building on our current IC roles and
PLD on other areas of CC.

New learning on how voices are
collected, delivery, and brief
understanding of how voice data is
collated/analysed.

In depth support from LT & WL to
collect voices. Before, during and
after the collection of voices to go
towards our accreditation.

Accreditation (collection session) with
Laurayne and Whetuu to collect voices
from Pomaria School.

IC’s using the strategies, and
implementing these during the
accreditation sessions - collecting
voices.

IC’s group accredited by both
Laurayne & Whetuu.
Consistency of using
the tools & research
to improve Teacher
practice, and raise
levels of student
achievement.
Co-construction
Group coaching

Rating/scoring the interactions
from the observation with
Teacher’s, using the evidence
to inform their decisions.

IC’s & IL’s took turns to lead coaching
conversations with Teachers

Reviewing the data

Data would therefore inform Teacher’s
next steps

Development of goal for
“Impact Cycle” (teacher
inquiry)

Scoring influenced and changed

Culture counts - continuous
Professional Development of the
research and how it is ‘activated’ in
Homai.

Unpacking of the voices will take
place on Tues 17/Weds 18 Oct. 2018
with RW & LT.
Data from the voices will be shared
and analysed by whole staff - led by
IC’s. This will take place between the
2nd/3rd week of Term 4 2018.
Planning for 2019 will take place on
14th December, 2018.
Release budget to be created to
allow IC’s to receive PLD around
analysing voices.
Another round of collecting voices currently looking at collecting
Weymouth Primary School’s. This will
enable IC’s to stay current with the
practice of collecting voices.

Only few follow up observations
were carried out to further track the
improvement of teacher
interactions, and the impact on
student achievement.

Consistency in follow up
observations. This may be through
creating timetables that are
transparent and organised in a timely
manner. No surprises.

Scoring altered not according to
Teacher’s final rating but what
others deemed appropriate
according to the evidence.

IC’s & IL’s staying true to the
research and CC tools, and using
these to enable teachers to theorise
to use evidence to inform ratings.
Though still valuing their justification
as to why they have scored
themselves the number they have
chosen.

Still a need to use the research if
ever in doubt, and to ensure the
integrity of CC is upheld in all
aspects of using the profile

Investing in other reading material
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from Prof. RB to support us with our
RBL journey. Ensure this is shared
and accessible to all.
Building leadership
capability

3 new Team leaders selected

Team Leaders identified as NE T’s

Opportunities provided for
Teachers to lead and share
their understanding of the
journey thus far.

Staff meetings led by Teachers and
discussions around their current
understandings around RBL, and
where they need further support and
guidance.

Opportunities to collaborate
and share ideas with other
schools also on the RBL
journey
Impact Coaches accredited for
voice collection

New Learning:
Moderations of ETP
Tool

IC/IL’s meetings to discuss how far
into RBL our schools are - and what
support/guidance we still need to put
in place for our staff.
Pomaria & Homai IC’s received training

Discussions around training
teachers to become IC’s.

Taking ownership - not making
excuses as to why students aren’t
learning

Effective Teacher Profile
created for each teacher

Feedback from Rosina and Lorraine

Moderation and discussions
made in groups ⅔ I.C
Support & guidance from RBL
facilitators, LT & RW - SLT

Research/readings around RBL/Culture
Count
Teacher self review from ETP and take
ownership to improve their own
learning

NE Teachers upholding the integrity
of RBL and the research. Always
seeking out support & guidance
from RW & LT, and implementing
these when working through the
profile & in our current practices as
T’s.
Ensuring teachers are ‘activating’
their own Agentic approach and
interacting in ways that allow our
Maori students to achieve. If it
works for Maori, it’ll work for all.

Train New Impact Coaches, and
offering support and guidance to T’s
so they are able to use the tools and
research to further improve Tchg
practices/student achievement.
Create more opportunities to discuss
and share in where we lie currently
with our understanding around RBL.
Staff all willing to learn - but time
must be made in order for this
learning to take place.

Encouraging Teacher accountability
of the interactions between
students, staff and wider
community.

A focus on our RBL journey firstly
before collaborating with other
schools. T’s have shared they are
wanting to get it right first with us,
before meeting with other schools.

Ensuring I.M and S.L need more
improvement of how to use ETP
tool.

Consistency on how to use the ETP
tool with all IC and IL.
New format of the ETP
Make sure data for ETP is organised
in a timely manner and with a focus
on what the teacher needs are from
the results
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New learn / Relearn / Unlearn
Sharing the understanding throughout the institution using the culture counts tool
1. What do we need to continue doing that’s great?
2. What do we need to learn to be smarter/better?
3. What do we need to stop immediately?
How has CC changed your personal/professional growth and/or as an individual?
Uputaua Muaiava: Having an effective relationship is the core of learning. Culture Count helped me as an educator to build effective relationships with my students, my
colleagues, my team, my aiga and the community. I’ve had the privilege of working collaboratively with two other amazing Impact Coaches - Sekah and Savali. “E tasi ae
lasi” The interpretation of this Samoan saying is - we are one team (IC) but made of different: Strengths, Values and Beliefs.
Thank you to our experts Laurayne and Rosina for the guidance and support. “Ole tele o sulu e maua ai figota. E mama se avega pe a tatou amo fa’atasi”. – My strength
does not come from me alone but from others. Te Awa's feedback J or-el's feedback J ess' feedback
Savali Helsham: Waka Ahuru Individual Feedback
Been given the opportunity to be Impact Coach (or to be a leader) has been an amazing journey. Being able to share knowledge and support other teachers has been an
honour for me. One of the biggest highlight of my learning is my pedagogy around Culture Counts. From when Culture Counts was present by Rosina (PLD from Laurayne
and Russell Bishop) I truly believed that this was going help my learning not just as a teacher but also support with relationships with my children and whanan. The belief
that you can grow through the relationships you build with the your students or people you meet I know is true. I reflect on where I began in January as a new leader,
embracing new ideas, learning how to be comfortable with the uncomfortable, building relationships with office staff, teachers and SST’s, also being supported by great
leaders has really transformed my ability to be a better leader. To be a strong leader you need to nurture and build strong relationships with everyone around you. I found
as a leader that the best way to demonstrate this is to show it through my own interaction with children, whanau, colleagues and environment. It is extremely important
that we model as leaders what we value. If was there was one word that I think that will sum this up in the Maori principle it would be ‘Manaakitanga’. The Maori dictionary
defines manaakitanga as 1. (noun) hospitality, kindness, generosity, support the process of showing respect, generosity and care for others. As I continue my journey to
build on my learning, Culture Counts will be big a major influence as a educator or leader when building new relationships with any opportunities or future roles.
Sekah Peautau: I have learnt so much being on this journey, it has been well embedded - having the support and guidance from experts like Laurayne, Rosina, and my
fellow colleagues. I have learnt to walk the walk, and talk the talk. I can honestly say that being an Impact Coach has taught me many things; but the one thing that stands
out for me is having empathy. Having empathy has meant that not only have I grown as a leader, I have also successfully managed to build relationships not just with my
children, but build and maintain strong, trusting relationships with our community and colleagues. I have learnt the value of using others strengths, and how valuing who
they are, and what they bring to the table builds personal, and professional trust. Culture counts has allowed me to use the values my parents instilled in me, the values that
our family were bound by, it also opened my eyes to ways in which I can be comfortable to improve my practise, and recognising areas I need further support with. It has
allowed me the opportunity to step back and support others to lead, it creates non-confrontational avenues for people to seek support from myself, and I from them. I look
forward to growing my leadership capability in the years ahead, and am assured that with the systems and guidance in place I, as well as others, are sure to go far. I am no
good a leader - without a team to serve. F
 eedback from Ruth, Terangi, Johnny and Ashnee
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2018 Management Actions - PB4L
Strategic Goal: Creating Optimal Conditions for accelerated progress and
achievement

Academic Goal / Vision

Action (What did we do?)

Outcome (What happened?)

Variance (why did it happen?)

Evaluation (where to next?)

Sustain and further
develop effective
classroom practice by
creating a supportive
environment for personal,
social and academic
growth for students and
staff especially Maori

Supporting teachers (leading
learning) with tools and
resources so they are confident
to use / action their learning
(pedagogy) and spread the
reform

More teachers taking ownership
of the reform to ensure effective
practices are being
institutionalised (embedded)

Changes with new staff
Feedback (evidence) from
teachers show that they are need
more support

Our next g
 oal is to set up more
PLD’s for teachers who want to build
their PCK especially for our new
teachers

❏ Teacher Support
❏ Staff Support
❏ Whole School
Systems
❏ Whanau and
students
❏ Maori student

More strategies and support for
teachers to access regularly to
grow more l eaders (Evidence IYT)

Teachers - Setting up for
success in our classrooms by
teaching expected behaviour
using
● Our School Values
G.I.V.E.S
● Every Monday required
lessons for behaviour
taught
● Teacher observations
relationship building
● Walk through to all the
classes in Term 1

●

Staff align with PB4L’s goal /

●

●
●
●

●

Decrease student
undesired behaviour
Enhance self-confidence
Decrease class disruptions
due to problem behavior
Increase positive
relationships (teachers
and peers)
The spread of the Homai
School Values setup in
each class

Teachers taking ownership of
their learning by reflecting on
practice and adjusting their
planning, teaching methods, and
behaviour management practices.

Using an action planning

Positive feedback (evidence)

Our next g
 oal sustaining a positive
classroom behavioral management
system. Have a clear understanding
of what function his or her behavior
has on that of students.

Created positive surroundings for
optimal learning environment for
students to be in ( Evidence - CC
Observations)

Our next g
 oal is continue to support
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vision for the school. New PB4L
team leading
● Planning for systems
and practise
● Using data and
ongoing
communication with all
teachers / staff
● Problem solving (PB4L
team / Waka / Staff
meetings) E
 vidence Waka Meetings

●

●

●

Relooking at Whole school
systems
● Reward system
● Behaviour flow chart
● Setting high
expectations by having
clear guidelines

●

Maori students goal is to
reduce behaviour using te
kaupapa maori
● Te Mana Tikitiki - using
tikanga and te reo
Maori
● Huakina Mai - ‘Open
door’

●

●

●
●

process
Establish ongoing
communication in Waka
meetings
Revise Active supervision
by all staff, with emphasis
on scanning, moving, and
interacting Pre Corrections
(rule reminders), prompts,
and reminders
identify a range of
solutions monitor and
report on progress as the
solution is implemented.

from teachers for expected
behaviours with consistent and fair
responses to inappropriate
behaviours

teachers and staff with systems

Strengthening these tool
by revamping, branding to
Homai ( E
 vidence) M
 aking
the dockets simpler
Creating a more positive
use for teachers and staffs
ensuring the long-term
success of PB4L
(Evidence)

Staff are aware of and have
Ownership of guidelines to
support the profession and the
optimal conditions at Homai
school.
(Evidence)

Our next Goal is to ensure the
school systems and organisation
continues to become
institutionalised and part of the
school structures and systems

Senior students has an
increase of self
confidence, Self esteem
and social skills
Improvement attitude to
maori identity
Reduce challenging
behaviour

Teachers taking ownership of
their learning by reflecting on
practice and adjusting their
planning, teaching methods, and
behaviour management practices.

High expectations being set and
maintained throughout the learning
Evaluate Impact on Maori students
Our next g
 oal is continue to support
teachers and whanau with early
identification of Maori students with
needs.
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●

Student-centred
planning and
intervention (Evidence:
IYT - 3 /4 Teacher
TMaNK

Student and Whanau
involvement
● Frequently, regularly,
and positively
communicating with
whānau

●

Juniors student
connectedness by sharing
and connecting with
whanau

●

Creating a more positive
communication process
for parents and students
ensuring the long-term
relationship building with
teachers and Homai
School

Teachers taking ownership what
the needs not just for students but
also for our whanau

Our next g
 oal is continue to create a
supportive environment for personal,
social and academic growth for
students and their whanau

School systems and
organisation continues to
become i nstitutionalised and
part of the school structures
and systems

2018 SENCo/Mutukaroa BOT Report
Academic Goal / Vision

Action (What did we do?)

Outcome (What happened?)

Variance (why did it happen?)

Evaluation (where to
next?)

SENCo Goal
To identify students who
have special needs and to
support students/whānau
and teacher to meet their
individual needs.

Provided ongoing PD and
support for all staff around
identification and best ways to
support students with special
needs.

Teachers are identifying students
with special needs at Team
meetings and this is shared with
SENCO.

To ensure that all Teachers felt
confident in making referrals and
identifying needs early on. It was
also crucial that Teachers felt
supported in this process by
SENCO and were aware of the
programmes, agencies and
support available for students.

Moving forward our next goal is to
further develop and adapt
programmes offered to suit
students individual needs. This will
be achieved by continual
observations, PD and training for
SST’s with the vision of all SST’s
passing on their knowledge and

Staff PD during Term 1 from
SENCo to help teachers

This led to an increase in referrals
from Term 1 to Term 2. Some
students are now on waiting lists
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identify any students with
special needs and support them
through the process of making
referrals.
See link https://docs.google.com/presen
tation/d/1bZ9JqmsBANbskj2C6
yuIQYxS1mkVXGOEiC5W7pXGn
NE/edit#slide=id.p
Public Health Nurse - walking
around classrooms, present in
staffroom and PD at staff
meetings.
SENCO attending Waka
Meetings to provide further
support for Teachers around
identifying students and how to
best meet their individual
needs.
Upskilling in SST training in a
variety of programmes.
Ongoing observations and
training from RTLB and SENCO.
ORS Request for a review of
declined application.
We also invested into outdoor
programmes to further support
student engagement and
diverse learning styles.
Programmes included: hard
materials, gardening, champion
choices, Te reo and Artsy
Thursday.

to be picked up in Term 4.
Teachers are utilising SST support
in and outside the classroom to
best support the needs of their
learners. Programmes are up and
running in classrooms.
CC Observations set for SST’s
during week 8 of Term 2.
SENCo attending Manurewa
Cluster days to up to date with
current Special needs initiatives.
IEP and CAP meetings with
SENCO, Teacher, SST, Whānau
and outside agencies to set goals
and evaluate student progress.

Data showed that a lot of students
were attending school but not
present in class. Investing in
outside programmes such as lego
project, foundation skills, and
training for SST’s was crucial to
address concerns around student
engagement.

skills to Teachers in future staff
meetings.
FASD PD in Term 4 for all staff.
To hire at least 2 new Teacher
aides to support the growth in the
junior school.
To upskill Teacher aides in new
programmes and refresh their
knowledge on current programmes
being run at the school - referral
completed for Term 4.
To purchase new lego kits at
different abilities for SST’s. Kits cost
$50 including the container.

Monthly SENCO meetings take
place to address any new referrals
and updates on current cases.

To purchase Letters and Sounds
resources for the whole Year
0/1/2/3 teams. Kits cost between
$40-$60 per kit.

New pilot programmes were
trialled such as lego programme
and Foundation Skills. Waiting on
Term 4 AREA data to analyse the
success of these programmes.

To budget release for IEP/CAP
meetings to ensure Teachers are
released to attend these meetings.
On average there are 5-10 IEP/CAP
meetings per Term.
To strengthen processes around
recording and tracking of students
learning and behavioural concerns.
To develop systems where outside
agencies can also record/update
incidents and this to be shared with
all individuals concerned e.gEDGE.
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Two Teachers attended courses
at KDEC for Teachers and
Teacher Aides supporting
students with hearing loss.
Referrals Made: Term
1-Term 4
RTLB
Students - 18
Teacher - 3
IYT - 4 (T1/T2) 3 ( T3/T4)
Foundation Skills - 3 Teachers
Transition into school - 2
MOE - SLT
Students - 8
MOE - Severe Behaviour
Students - 7
MOE- Crisis Team
Students - 4
SWIS
Open Cases- 18
Closed Cases- 3
Waiting list- 6
IOSIS Counselling - 4
Programmes:
Anger Busters - T1 4 boys, T2
4boys T3 - 3boys
Girls ‘It’s all about me’ - T2 4
girls
Reins - T3 3 girls
PDS
Students - 2
KDEC
Students - 1
PHN
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Referrals - 38
Oranga Tamariki
Requests for more information
- Students - 10
Mutukaroa Goal
To increase the number of
parent attendance to
conferences and provide
targeted resources to
support achievement.

In Term 1 SLT evaluated the
current Mutukaroa processes at
Homai for 2018.
See link to updated 2018
process
https://docs.google.com/docum
ent/d/1chFhL428QF6UG4WW03
7yfjvzX6CyZeg04bezNBd3xX8/e
dit#

Teachers reported to parents in
Term 2, 3 and 4 using conference
sheets.
NE Teachers reported to parents
throughout Term 3 and Term 4
based on when the child enrolled
at school.
Teachers selected a variety of
resources to share with families
based on next learning steps.

The process was reviewed due to
high numbers of new staff and
SLT at the start of the year. We
had a lack of trained Teachers in
the Observation Survey and
release for testing. One of our
goals was for the Teachers to
engage with the data and part of
this was for the Teacher to be
responsible for testing with the
support of their Team leader and
Mutukaroa co-ordinator.

Currently all conference sheet data
is recorded into EDGE and reported
to BOT. However the 6 week data is
not currently being recorded in
EDGE or shared/evaluated as a
Team or with SLT/BOT. This
evidence would inform future PD,
resources and programmes to
implement in the junior school.
Monitoring of parent conference
attendance is currently at the
Teacher level but I would like to
ensure this is tracked and
monitored by the Mutukaroa
co-ordinator to ensure 100%
attendance is secured.

Glossary of Acronyms and abbreviations.
SENCo - Special Education Needs Coordinator
MOE - Ministry of Education
SLT - Speech and Language Therapists
RTLB - Resource Teachers for Learning and Behaviour
SWIS - Social Worker In Schools
PDS- Physical Disability Services
KDEC - Kelston Deaf Education Centre
PHN - Public Health Nurse
SST - Support Staff Teacher
IEP - Individual Education Plan
CAP - Children’s Action Plan
PD - Professional Development
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2018 Management Actions - EOTC
Strategic Goal: Creating Optimal Conditions for accelerated progress and
achievement

Academic Goal / Vision
Ensure EOTC processes
and expectations are clear
and rigorous

Action (What did we do?)

Outcome (What happened?)

Variance (why did it happen?)

Evaluation (where to next?)

Modelled EOTC process
through the thorough
organisation of P
 olyfest

- A safe and successful
whole-school trip.

- Staff seeing the benefits of
thorough organisation

- Check in points on the timeline
- Teacher evaluation

- Revised system for all EOTC
paperwork -RAMS, Permission
slips. Some slight changes
made

- Identified areas that needed
details (safe van travel, injury
response, specifc GIVES
opportunities)

- Evolving processes to become
more fit for purpose

- Fully digital folders have
replaced the green folders

- With digital folders, all people
involved can see progress and
organisation of each teacher.

-

- Continue to check in with
applicable Staff around EOTC
planning and submission

-Digital folders enables people to
tag and assign comments if they
want feedback

- Created a T
 imeline to
support staff to organise and
submit planning and
organisation in a timely
manner
Academic Goal / Vision

Action (What did we do?)

Ensure Day Trips are

Developed E
 OTC Day

Outcome (What happened?)

Variance (why did it happen?)

Evaluation (where to next?)

-All Impact coaches and some

Teams to re-visit timeline for each
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rigorously organised

Trip/Activity Timeline in order
to scaffold staff toward a
timely process
- Continuing to refer staff to
the process, the folder and the
lead staff members.

teachers were well aware of good
EOTC processes due to well
established processes last year.
The timeline was a good way to
organise the necessary elements
of a trip.

trip

-Developed the E
 OTC Activity
Overview

-The is the first step to organising a
trip/activity and is the early
notification to SLT

-The Overview gives teachers
and SLT all the information
required to assess if the activity
is feasible.

-

Academic Goal / Vision

Action (What did we do?)

Outcome (What happened?)

Variance (why did it happen?)

Evaluation (where to next?)

Students to engage in an
overnight stay to build
confidence

- Junior Sleepover

- Early sign off

2016 ERO identified the need for
Homai to have a more
transparent process with
overnight stays and camps.
These MUST be minuted and
passed at a board meeting with a
full needs analysis and student
learning outcomes.

- Promotion of overnight excursions
to all teams for the year

- Sports folder in Google Drive

-All Teachers are encouraged and
offered an opportunity to opt into a
coaching role

-We wanted to ensure Homai
represented at ALL MPSSA sports
competitions (to date Homai has
missed only boys football)

Providing opportunities for
our students to represent
Homai and compete
against local Schools
through the MPSSA

- All sports dates entered in
the School Calendar from
Term 1
-Developed the S
 ports
coaching timeline and
organisation doc

-Staff are able to independently
organise a team in a timely fashion

-Developed s ports tracking
sheet to collate our team

-Most coaches entered students for
teams they coached

-To see a clear picture of our
student representatives

-Use this information for sports
awards
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representatives

This year Johnny Wallace has
led MPSSA Sports
Provide students with
expert sports coaching and
new sporting experiences

- Having more staff to take
on sporting roles
- Having sports activities
and/or teams each lunchtime
- Putting out sports gears in
each class for the tamariki to
play
-Counties Manukau Ripper
Rugby Coaching (Y4-6)
Tough Guy and Girl
-Pedal Power Teacher PLD
-Pedal Power Program (Year
4-6)

Student Achievement Providing authentic
learning experiences for
Maori and all learners

-More students involved in
organised sport

-To give students options during
break times

-Students gained skills and teachers
gained confidence in Ripper Rugby

-To prepare students for Ripper
comp and other codes

A group of 9 students competed in
tough guy and girl in Ngaruawahia
-Teacher gained knowledge of what
bike skills to teach students
-Students gained skills and
confidence on bikes

Encourage other staff to use their
skills to teach our tamariki to give
them the optimal learning around
sports.

To expose students to a new
type of fitness and fun
-To utilise our bikes and build our
skills in preparation for our bike
track

Polyfest: All students had the
opportunity to attend the ASB
Polyfest 2018. The tamariki
were able to be part of a
diverse learning experience.
Attending the Polyfest opened
up the opportunity for optimal
learning.
Matariki Art Exhibition
Artsy Thursday and Champion
Choices
Language Weeks
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2018 Management Actions - Culture Counts (Prrincipal)
Strategic Aim: C
 reate the conditions where accelerated progress and expected achievement for all students is guaranteed
Annual Aim: C
 reate the optimal c
 onditions for accelerated progress and expected achievement for Maori learners

Academic Goal / Vision

Action (What did we do?)

Outcome (What happened?)

Variance (why did it happen?)

Evaluation (where to next?)

Creating conditions at all
levels for Maori learners to
succeed academically

At the governance level (BoT)
Acting Principal works closely
with members on strategic
goals, charter and policies that
support school wide systems
and processes.

New learning has taken place
with BoT members on our impact
to student progress using AREA
data; Attendance, Retention,
Engagement and Achievement.
School wide policies are reviewed
at each BOT meeting.

New strategic era for Homai this
year and beyond. We believe that in
order for us to reach different
learning outcomes we need to
change the way we do things, how
we think, how we monitor success
and reposition ourselves

School wide AREA meetings and
Team AREA meetings. Staff taking
on a co-constructed approach to
share their data and strategies to
support Maori Learners to succeed

BOT have participated in school
wide review at each BOT
meeting with the AREA team
leader reporting to the BOT
Term 1- Achievement- Student
Achievement Data
Term 2 - Attendance Data and
Engagement journey of CC.
Attendance leader working
collaboratively with office staff
and stakeholders to clarify where
to next.
Term 3- Attendance, Retention
and Achievement data was
presented. Imbedded practices
Sharing attendance data with
whanau during Guardianship
conferencing.

The BOT were took the
opportunities to engage with the
Achievement data using reporting
that shared students achievement
using Levels (rather than NS)

The GPILSEO model to
monitor our actions - Setting
our academic vision and
GOAL, implementing the new
learning or new P
 EDAGOGY
at each level of the schoolsystems / leader / teacher.

Term 2- Attendance data identified
a number of inconsistencies that
needed to be investigated and
aligned to MOE protocols.
Term 2- Data snapshot provided
BOT with opportunity to discuss
Data and pathways forward for
beginning of year data
Term 2- CC+ Journey was shared
with BOT and discussed pathway
towards school wide accreditation.
Term 2 Target students identified

AREA teams to be rebuilt with a
mixture of year levels teachers in the
team.
AREA to be planned/scheduled
across the year and to be
incorporated into Waka Meetings.
Actions and recommendations need
to be put into place
Induction plans for all new staff
Attendance
Teachers taking on more
opportunities to own their own
attendance data and follow through
with Whanau
Continue to report to whanau about
attendance and Lateness
Closing disparity with the office and
teaching staff.
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Tracking Lateness data with the
sticker books and identifying
improvements.

and teacher reflection completed
with movement forward for each
targeted student.
Term 2- SENCo report presented to
BOT with number of students on
SENCo Roll.
Term 3- attendance data needed to
have policy changes to reflect
actual. Teachers taking on
ownership of attendance
information through SMS system

Planning the implementation of
attendance roll out.
Tracking Data
Retention
PB4L Behaviour data- continue
systems but re-investigate Minors,
Repeated Minors and Majors to
ensure consistency across school
Providing staff opportunities to grow
with conflict resolution e.g.
restorative practices
Engagement
Continue with CC+ Journey. Support
with induction of new staff and
continue to build number of IC
across the school
Professional reading and research
needs to be shared
Using CC+ Dimensions and language
as part of Appraisal system

Achievement
Relook at curriculum delivery and
planning
Unpacking student voice around
learning
Investigate STEAM opportunities of
student interest
Ongoing PD focused on
setting up the expectations
using the GPILSEO model
to monitor our actions Setting our academic vision

Reviewed school charter to
visibly reflect the G
 PILSEO
model and how we will drive it
at the governance, systems,
leadership, and teacher levels.

Identified G
 PILSEO dimensions
as our overarching model for
monitoring and self-reviewing
our systems and practices

To show consistency and a more
coherent approach to what we do
and how we do it. A focus on
critically reflecting on our practice
and areas for improvement

Spreading the new learning across
our school and growing awareness of
how GPILSEO s upports all levels of
the school and not only focusing on
teacher practice
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and GOAL, implementing
the new learning or new
PEDAGOGY at each level
of the school- systems /
leader / teacher for 2018

AREA teams were identified
and each team worked with
AREA team leader to ensure
that stakeholders had a voice
in the new system.
AREA teams provided with
time to analyse the collected
information and to plan to
address disparities identified in
the data.

External leadership PLD
scheduled in 2018 focusing on
the GPILSEO model and how we
use it across all levels of the
school, sharing our practices with
other schools and identifying
areas of progress and needs
analysis to improve Maori
achievement and progress.
A timetable will be developed for
2018 locking in critical times for
observations, coaching
conversations, co-construction
meetings and leadership PLD

We needed to continue to grow the
SLT and build relationships with the
Impact coaches.
Term 1- With Cognition we were
able to develop a plan to support
Accredited Impact coaches and
training Impact coaches to ensure
there was consistency across the
school.
Practice observations were
completed using Video and the
Observation tools.
Cluster schools completed induction
with 3 schools and teachers were
able to select the PLD most suited
to their needs.
Term 2- Observations planned
across the school and coaching
conversations held with all staff
Curriculum development shared and
investigated pedagogy using voice
to promote curriculum development
and improved engagement and
outcomes for all students. Goal
setting for IC and coaching
conversation were set and
feedback/feedforward was provided
by IC.
Term 3-Working with Cognition and
ensuring that the moderation of the
data collection using the
observation tool is accurate.
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Guiding Coalition PLD and
Impact Coaches Training
across schools

The guiding coalition team is
made up of Impact coaches
and Principals across 3 schools
in Manurewa.
Schools are at differing levels
of CC Accreditation but
through the co-constructed
model we aim to support each
other with resource and
Professional development.
The guiding coalition team will
continue to meet each term to
build and develop leadership
capabilities. During these
meetings data will be shared
and informed choices will be
made on the effectiveness of
its use back at school and in
the classroom.

This PLD allows for across school
collaborative discussions and
sharing of stories and narratives.
It also provides effective
training and mentoring, where
each member is challenged to
engage in discussions on
RBL/CC+ research and case
studies.
Impact coaches are also given
opportunity to share good
practice and what is working
within their own schools.
SLT and Impact Coaches are
able to lead their teams with the
CC language and expectations
evident across the team and in
the minutes collected.

Investigations were undertaken to
identify why Maori and Pasifika
students were still underachieving
even with all the cultural relational
practices we were implementing.
There became a need for something
had to change.
Term 1- Guiding coalition met to
identify needs for the year and to
plan PLD.
PLD modelled across schools
IC collaborated to share practise
and resources
Term 2
GPILSEO model shared with the
guiding coalition of schools and
actions identified.
Weymouth visited Homai to share
investigation of feedback and
feedforward in the classroom
setting for whole staff PLD
IC meeting to share resources and
develop practise
Co-constructions meetings modelled
by Cognition facilitator

Guiding Coalition requires
commitment from the schools
involved and school wide strategic
goals need to be aligned across the 3
schools to ensure we are all working
towards a common goal.
Guiding Coalition requires more
sharing of IC resources and
commonalities across the schools to
ensure consistency with the tools
and best practice.
GPILSEO evident across the schools
so that there can be more
distribution of AREA teams and
sharing of information e.g. SMS
systems, Data collection

Term 3
Cluster meeting held with all staff
from across cluster to share success
of CC+ journey. Teacher/leader
voice collected. This has been
collated by the Guiding Coalition.
Google forms survey completed to
identify next steps for New staff,
Impact coaches and School
Leadership (2 schools have
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participated).
Spreading the new learning
across our school and
growing awareness of how
GPILSEO supports all
levels of the school and not
only focusing on teacher
practice

Principal (RW) and Cognition
facilitator (LT) facilitating
culture counts workshops with
staff focusing on creating
optimal conditions for progress
and achievement.

Middle management mentoring
and coaching takes place each
term to support leaders in their
roles and aligning their
responsibilities to GPILSEO.
CC+ RBL Language is becoming
more fluent among the leaders
GPILSEO for All leaders need to
be continually evident and a
common use of language evident
across the school.
GPILSEO needs to be
completed and developed by all
Senior leaders and middle
leaders as part of their strategic
planning and meeting of the
school wide expectations.
At each level G
 PILSEO need to
be unpacked by all of the
stakeholders

Notes
●
●
●

All School Wide and team wide hui
need to ensure that school wide
strategic goals are at the forefront
of the hui expectations.
A common understanding of
GPILSEO need to continue to be
build and scaffolded as new staff
are supported and scaffolded
through the journey.
SLT and IC developing their own
GPILSEO linked to the school wide
Strategic according to their
Leadership role ensuring that each
team member has the support to
grow in their roles so that everyone
is speaking the same language and
understand why this is crucial to
spreading reform, developing
capabilities and taking ownership.

Planning for in-school development
and across school development with
the CC+ Cluster of schools.
Cluster school staff supporting and
leading Professional Development to
engage with staff at each level.
(Novice to experienced)
Principal and Laurayne Tafa, focusing
on the GPILSEO model and how we
use it across all levels of the school,
sharing our practices with other
schools and identifying areas of
progress and needs analysis

AREA Team leaders were able to
share their plans with the CC team
and with the BOT.
AREA Teams were scheduled to
meet termly to gather information
and to identify the next steps of
their planning.

Systems for Classroom Observations and Coaching Conversations will be developed.
Leadership Team and Impact Coaches will participate in Cross School Guiding Coalition with 3 Local schools and support of Cognition
facilitators to engage and support network with Professional Development, Sharing of Resources/Presentations/Induction, Collegial
planning for all levels of staff.
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●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

All staff- Teachers/Teacher Aides will participate in Observations and Coaching Conversations
Data from class Observations will be collected and analyzed- Professional Development will be planned according to areas of
development.
Voices-Leadership/Teachers/whanau and students will be collected and compared with 2016 & 2017 Voices.
Leadership Goals and reporting to BoT will include GPILSEO
GPILSEO model will be used to  model to monitor our actions - Setting our academic vision and GOAL, implementing the new learning
or new P
 EDAGOGY at each level of the school- Systems / Leader / Teacher.
Leadership -Senior Leadership team and Senior Leaders will be trained and accredited as Lead Impact coaches with support from
Cognition and in school accredited Impact Coaches.
Creating the conditions for all learners to engage in Relationship-based Learning which will significantly improve outcomes for Maori
learners and all learners. Relationship Based learning has 0.72 effect size.
Identifying AREA (Attendance, Retention, Engagement, Achievement) Teams from across the school. Ensuring that all stakeholders
(Teachers/Teacher Aides involved in implementing the systematic approach are involved in the decision making processes)
Identifying new DATA Sets that can be used to identify A
 REA
Setting Strategic goals in AREA:
A
 t tendance- Absence- Using Data from EDGE
A
 t tendance- Lateness- Using Data from EDGE/VISTAB
R
 etention- Using Culture Counts Observation tool/Using PB4L weekly data set
E
 ngagement- Voices Data from Students/Whanau/Teachers/Leadership
A
 c hievement- Identifying then disparities in the EoY Data for Year 3 Learners/for Maori Learners

●
●
●

Ensure Strategic Goals/Actions and Common Practices are developed by A
 REA Teams using GPILSEO
Identifying Research to drive new responses in the context for learning to improve teacher and learner interactions.
Collecting and acting on the Voices of students, Families, Teachers and Leaders to drive new responses in classrooms and across the
school

Identifying the interdependence of Investment and the effort required for the result of;
● Relationship based- System Leadership
● Relationship based- School Organisational Leadership
● Relationship based- Learning Pedagogy in classrooms
● Improved learning and achievement for Maori students
●
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Accreditation meeting
Sekah and Savali- Accredited as Voice collectors
Hira- Accredited as Data collector
IC shadowing Team leaders
Voices- Data/
Savali- Moving onto Australia
Upu- PB4L, ESOL Jnr (Class cover Junior)
Sekah-PB4L, PEP, ESOL Snr (Class cover Senior)
Nicola- Junior AP, Support Junior TL, SENCo, Day to Day Communication, Relievers
CC template
Moderation completed Term 4 Reading Data
Read research
Add information
Organisation
Well being- Supporting others being mindful of others and their roles. Support others and eliminate barriers
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